
Revisions to the design reserved

Setting up a line of fencing without steps

2 Pre-mounting a hook bolt
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1 Assembly of RP-pur at the correct height and in line Assembly of the LEGI tubular post
RP pur at the correct height and in
line with a spacing of 2500 mm.

It must be observed that the side of 
the tube with the 9 mm hole is the
grating side (front).

2500 mm

threaded end 

bore-side

grating receiver

Insert the hook bolt M8 x 65 in the  
9 mm hole in the front of the 
LEGI post RP pur R. Screw on 
an 8 mm special hexagonal nut 
through the 27 mm hole from the 
rear (an 8 mm shear nut + spacer 
sleeve can also be used optionally) 
by approx. 3 – 4 threads.

An extended 13 mm box wrench or 
similar tool is most suitable for this.

Alternatively, the LEGI pur assem-
bly aid, can be used, on which the 
gratings can be hung.

Caution:
The size of the assembly aid depends 
on the cross-section of the post, which 
varies with the height of the fence.
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Attaching the LEGI R gratings and completing the bolted connections

Attach the gratings for the LEGI R sys-
tem overlapping in the pre-fitted hook 
bolts, during which the gratings can be 
fitted optionally with the projecting wire 
ends upwards or downwards. 

Tighten the nuts of the hook bolts hand-
tight so that the gratings can still be ad-
justed without difficulty.

Make the lacking bolted connections 
as described in     . However, these can 
be firmly tightened.
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Alternatively:
Attach the gratings to the LEGI-pur 
assembly aid. Remove the assembly aid after 
fastening a hook bolt.

or
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Press the ribbed stoppers LAW 1460 into 
the holes to cover them. Press the post 
cap into the cross-section of the post. Use 
a rubber mallet to avoid damage.

Non-stepped height difference with LEGI clamping plate SK

Note:
The LEGI clamping plate SK is used for 
non-stepped height differences of the 
grating on the post. The required number 
of clamping plates for each post is equal 
to the number of used hook bolts.

Completing the bolted connections

Attaching the gratings
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